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NEW

One-to-One

Online Tutoring

Need help with your English homework / compositions?
Want to create a custom

tailored course?

No travel time? your tutor is the touch of a mouse away
Pay only for the specific

assistance you need

ShareWorld is committed to offer you
the largest variety of options most suitable for

Mr. Truhitte is a UCLA Honors

your needs. We are proud to offer English

Graduate with over a decade of

Writing courses online as well as

experience in helping students

one-to-one personal tutoring that addresses

harness the power of the written word. He can

your exact individual needs.

help you develop any and all skills necessary to
make you a powerful writer and communicator.

Create the Online Program you want!
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS - OR COMBINE THEM:
Online Tutoring/Homework Assistance: For any help needed in school/homework/compositions, this program
helps with brainstorming, outlining, proofreading, critique on written drafts, literary works, vocab or grammar tests. Send
assignments, drafts, ideas directly to your teacher and develop them online.
SAT Writing (Essay and Writing sections): This program focuses on the writing skills necessary to excel in the

SAT Writing sections.

Online Writing Course: For students who want extra help developing their writing skills outside of their normal

school work, this programs is a custom tailored writing course that includes assistance with interesting essay prompts,
commentaries, and engaging exercises custom tailored to the student’s needs.

Creative Writing: this program is for students who want to take their stories/fiction to another level. It is perfect for
those who enjoy writing in their lives and are thinking about publishing their stories one day, and possibly even becoming
professional novelists and short story writers.

YOU decide how to spend YOUR time!

